RUBER

Dear customer,
you are now holding: a spice/pepper/salt grinder with a ceramic grinding mechanism with adjustable grinding fineness.
Instructions for use:
1) Unpack the grinder and remove all packaging material from it.
2) Wipe the grinder with a damp cloth – it must not come into direct contact with water or a dishwasher.
3) Take the plastic/stainless steel body off the grinder by turning it anticlockwise. Pour the spices into the hopper through
the filling opening. If the grinder is electric, also remove the battery compartment by turning it. Insert AAA batteries
according to the polarity diagram and put it back until it fits/clicks in. Only use quality AAA batteries from renowned
manufacturers. Reinstall the body of the grinder and turn it clockwise to lock it into default position.
– as a rule, it fits/clicks in.
4) Remove the lid protecting the grinding mechanism (if it is a part of the grinder). Set the desired grinding fineness by
turning the round grinding fineness adjustment dial. Loosen the adjustment dial for a coarser grind and tighten it for
a finer grind. ATTENTION! Do not tighten the adjustment dial to the extreme positions on both sides so as not to
damage the grinding mechanism.
5) To use it, hold the grinder above the food only for the time necessary for seasoning it. After finishing seasoning, close
the lid used for capturing remaining spices (if it is a part of the grinder).
Safety information and maintenance:
Always wipe all parts of the grinder with only a damp cloth and immediately dry thereafter. Neither the grinder or its parts
may come into contact with running water or a dishwasher. Do not disassemble the grinding mechanism. If cleaning is
necessary, only loosen the grinding part of the adjustment dial and clean using a brush or by blowing air through it. Store
only in a dry place.
Ecology and warranty:
Depending on the size of the product, all products have marks printed on them denoting the material used for the
production of the packaging, components and accessories, as well as their recycling. Always remove the AAA batteries when
the performance of the product declines. AAA batteries are not intended to be disposed of with ordinary waste but must be
taken to an appropriate collection point. Correct disposal of this product helps save valuable natural resources and prevents
damage to the environment caused by improper waste disposal. Ask your local authorities or collection facility for more
details. In accordance with national regulations penalties may be imposed for the incorrect disposal of this type of waste.
Keep plastic bags out of the reach of children, danger of suffocation.
The product is covered by a 3-year warranty. The warranty does not apply to defects resulting from unprofessional handling,
a fall, impact or inappropriate tampering, repairs outside the scope of the user‘s manual.
For repairs, use the list of service centres at www.fastcr.cz.
The purchaser was informed about the function and handling of the product.

